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The Complete Just-So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2020-08-04
Imaginative and funny, Kipling's collection of fantastical stories are loved
by children around the world. With an introduction by Neil Philip and
beautifully illustrated by Isabelle Brent's fine gold paintings, this
enchanting edition will continue to delight a new generation of readers
Just So Stories for Little Children - Rudyard Kipling 2009-01-29
How did the camel get his hump? Why won't cats do as they are told"?
Who invented reading and writing? How did an inquisitive little elephant
change the lives of elephants everywhere. Kipling's imagined answers to
such questions draw on the beast fables he heard as a child in India, as
well as on folk traditions he later collected all over the world. He plays
games with language, exploring the relationships between thought,
speech, and written word. He also celebrates his own joy in fatherhood.
The tales were told to his own and his friends' children over many years
before he wrote them down, adding poems and his own illustrations.
They invite older and younger readers to share a magical experience,
each contributing to the other's pleasure but each can also enjoy them
alone, as more jokes, subtexts, and exotic references emerge with every
reading. This fully illustrated edition icludes two extra stories and
Kipling's own explanation of the title. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of
literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects
Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text
plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions
by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.
How the Just So Stories Were Made - John Batchelor 2021
A fascinating, richly illustrated exploration of the poignant origins of
Rudyard Kipling's world-famous children's classic From "How the
Leopard Got Its Spots" to "The Elephant's Child," Rudyard Kipling's Just
So Stories have delighted readers across the world for more than a
century. In this original study, John Batchelor explores the artistry with
which Kipling created the Just So Stories, using each tale as an entry
point into the writer's life and work--including the tragedy that shadows
much of the volume, the death of his daughter Josephine. Batchelor
details the playful challenges the stories made to contemporary society.
In his stories Kipling played with biblical and other stories of creation
and imagined fantastical tales of animals' development and man's
discovery of literacy. Richly illustrated with original drawings and family
photographs, this account reveals Kipling's public and private lives--and
sheds new light on a much-loved and tremendously influential classic.
Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories, Retold by Elli Woollard - Elli Woollard
2018-07-26
Delightfully retold in humorous verse, with beautiful illustrations
throughout and an accompanying audio CD narrated by Lenny Henry,
this is a beautiful reworked edition of Rudyard Kipling's children's
classic, Just So Stories. In this stunning illustrated collection meet the
cat who walked by himself, discover how the lazy camel got his hump,
how the elephant got his long trunk, find out why the rhino has such
wrinkly skin and how the whale got his teeny tiny throat. These well
known, richly imagined stories tell of how the world came to be as it is.
This is a smart, funny and younger approach to Kipling's work, and Just
So Stories as you've never seen them before. Rudyard Kipling's Just So
Stories are one of the enduring classics of children's literature and these
witty, inventive stories have delighted generations of children.
Combining the brilliant rhyming talent of Elli Woollard and beautiful
illustrations from the award-winning Marta Altés, Elli Woollard's Just So
Stories is an enchanting retelling of a much-loved classic for a new
generation. A book to truly treasure and one you will want to
share.Stories include: How the Whale got his ThroatHow the Camel got
his HumpHow the Rhinoceros got his SkinThe Elephant's ChildThe Cat
that Walked by Himself
a-collection-of-rudyard-kiplings-just-so-stories

Just So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 1902
How the camel got his lump, how the leopard got his spots, and 10 other
stories are told.
Just So Stories BY Rudyard Kipling - Rudyard Kipling 2021-06
"Written by classic English author Rudyard Kipling, Just So Stories is
considered not only a quintessential children's book, but one of Kipling's
best works. Just So Stories is a collection of origin stories, fictional tales
that explain why animals have certain characteristics and other themes
akin to that. Kipling's book features stories such as "How the Whale Got
His Throat," or why large whales eat small prey, and "How the Alphabet
Was Made," which details a young girl and her father inventing an
alphabet. Beautifully written and packed-full of illustrations, Just So
Stories is the perfect combination of education and fun to get kids to love
reading. This edition from the original edition, which was published in
1902 and was illustrated by Rudyard Kipling, himself. Even the cover of
this edition reflects the first edition of ""Just So Stories."" Some very
minor updates were required due to modern printing methods, but in the
main, this is the closest the reader can get to the original edition just as
Kipling wrote it, without having an actual first edition book in one's
hand."
How the Camel Got His Hump - Rudyard Kipling 2005
When the world was new, the camel, a creature of 'scruciating idleness,
said "Humph!" too often and received for all time a hump[h] from the
Djinn of All Deserts.
Rudyard Kipling's The Elephant's Child - Rudyard Kipling 1988
Because of his "satiable curtiosity" about what the crocodile has for
dinner, the elephant's child and all elephants thereafter have long
trunks. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Just So Stories, Volume I - Rudyard Kipling 2013-09-14
Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories is one of the best-loved story
collections ever written for children. Now Ian Wallace, one of Canada's
most accomplished children's book illustrators, reinterprets the famous
tales with his vibrant art, bringing Kipling to a whole new generation of
young readers. Kipling wrote the stories for his young daughter, who
would only sleep if they were told “just so.” The first edition was
published in Great Britain in 1902, along with black-and-white
illustrations by the author himself. The stories have remained in print
ever since, delighting young readers all over the world. Many of the tales
are origin stories, explaining how an animal came to be the way it is.
They are ripe with imagination, inventive vocabulary and word play. This
new edition, published more than 110 years after the original, has been
edited to remove any racist language. The first handsome volume
includes “How the Whale Got His Throat,” “How the Camel Got His
Hump,” “How the Rhinoceros Got His Skin,” “How the Leopard Got His
Spots,” “The Elephant's Child” and “The Sing-Song of Old Man
Kangaroo.” The second volume will be published in spring 2014. Inspired
by these remarkable stories from all around the world, Ian Wallace has
chosen to make an annual donation to IBBY's Fund for Children in Crisis.
Animal Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2013-04-16
Animal Stories – by Rudyard Kipling features some of the best-loved
animal tales of all time. ‘The Camel’s Hump’, ‘The Cat That Walked By
Himself’ and ‘The White Seal’ are just some of the enchanting tales
collected together in Animal Stories, which includes that most
remarkable and endearing creation ‘Rikki-tikki-tavi’. Originally intended
for children, these imaginative and inspired writings are just as suitable
for adults and will delight readers of all ages. These wonderful classic
tales are accompanied by the fantastic illustrations of by Stuart Tresilian.
Joseph Rudyard Kipling (1865 – 1936) was a seminal English writer of
short stories, novelist, and poet. After the success of The Jungle Book, he
became an immensely popular writer and poet for children and adults.
His subsequent publications included Stalky and Co. (1899), Kim (1901),
Just so Stories (1902), Puck of Pook’s Hill (1906), and The Brushwood
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Boy (1907). Despite having turned down many honours in his lifetime,
including a knighthood and the poet laureateship, in 1907, he accepted
the Nobel Prize for Literature – the first English author to be so
honoured. He is most famous for his poems concerning British soldiers in
India and his wonderful children’s stories. Pook Press celebrates the
great ‘Golden Age of Illustration‘ in children’s classics and fairy tales – a
period of unparalleled excellence in book illustration. We publish rare
and vintage Golden Age illustrated books, in high-quality colour editions,
so that the masterful artwork and story-telling can continue to delight
both young and old.
Just So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2021-04-17
Just So Stories for Little Children is a 1902 collection of origin stories by
the British author Rudyard Kipling. Considered a classic of children's
literature, the book is among Kipling's best known works. Just So Stories
is a collection of Rudyard Kipling's animal tales in which we learn about
'How the Whale got his Throat', 'How the Camel got his Hump', 'How the
Rhinoceros got his Skin', 'How the Leopard got his Spots', 'The
Elephant's Child', 'The Sing-Song of Old Man Kangaroo', 'The Beginning
of the Armadilloes', ' ... When the whale ate all the fish, the little sly fish
described to him all the charm of a human snack and told where to find
it, but warned that the man is a restless creature. The whale swallowed
the sailor along with his raft and suspenders. In the whale's stomach, the
sailor began to run, jump, and generally behave very actively, so that the
whale felt unwell. When he asked his prey to get out of his stomach, the
sailor promised to think about it if the whale took him home to the white
cliffs of Albion. Before going home, the guy inserted a whale into the
throat with a grill made of raft boards and suspenders, so that he could
only eat very, very small fish. And the sly fish swam away and hid in the
mud, under the threshold of the equator, because she was afraid that the
whale would get angry with her.
The Just So Song Book - Rudyard Kipling 2017-08-22
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
How the Whale Got His Throat - Rudyard Kipling 2018-09
PICTURE STORYBOOKS. Rudyard Kipling's brilliantly funny tale of How
the Whale got his Throat has been perfectly captured by Claudia
Ranucci's bright, beautiful illustrations. Every page showcases delightful
full-bled artwork, packed with charm and detail that will enthrall young
children. The story has been simply retold to appeal to young readers
and listeners alike. Ages 0+
Just So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2013-11-04
Once upon a time, O my Best Beloved . . . So begins this classic collection
of gloriously fanciful tales of how things in the world came to be as they
are. This collection includes the story of how the lazy camel found
himself with a hump and how the insatiable curiosity of the elephant
earned him his long trunk. It reveals how the whale was given a throat,
and why every rhinoceros has great folds in his skin and a very bad
temper. We also find out about the cunning cat that walked by itself, and
how clever little Taffy and her Daddy Tegumai made the first alphabet.
Rudyard Kipling first entertained his own children with these delightful,
warm, and humorous stories, which he later wrote down for publication
in 1902. Conjuring up distant lands and exotic jungles, they are
bewitching for both children and adults. This sumptuous volume offers
the complete and unabridged text, including the often-missing 13th
story, "The Tabu Tal," which Kipling added for the American edition in
1903.
A Collection of Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2007
How did the rhinoceros get his wrinkly skin? Why won't cats come when
they're called? How did one curious elephant change the lives of all
elephants? These eight best-loved stories give answers to these and
other intriguing questions.
a-collection-of-rudyard-kiplings-just-so-stories

The Way of All Flesh - Samuel Butler 2019-12-11T22:48:45Z
The Way of All Flesh is often considered to be Samuel Butler’s
masterpiece, and is frequently included in many lists of best Englishlanguage novels of the 20th century. Despite this acclaim, Butler never
published it in his lifetime—perhaps because the novel, a scathing, funny,
and poignant satire of Victorian life, would have hit his contemporaries
too close to home. The novel traces four generations of the Pontifex
family, though the central character is Ernest Pontifex, the thirdgeneration wayward son. The reader follows Ernest through the eyes of
his watchful godfather, Mr. Overton, as he strikes out from home to find
his way in life. His struggles along the way illustrate the complex
relationships between a son and his family, and especially his father; all
while satirizing Victorian ideas about family, church, marriage, and
schooling. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which
produces free public domain ebooks.
Not So Stories - Edited by David Thomas Moore 2018-04-10
Collection of British Authors - Bernhard Tauchnitz 2016-08-11
Collection of British Authors - A Noble Life is an unchanged, high-quality
reprint of the original edition of 1866. Hansebooks is editor of the
literature on different topic areas such as research and science, travel
and expeditions, cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres.As a
publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature.Many
works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques
only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the
preservation of literature which has become rare and historical
knowledge for the future.
Puck of Pook's Hill - Rudyard Kipling 2012-09-06
Puck, a mischievous imp, delights two precocious youngsters with 10
magical fables about the hidden histories of Old England. Each
enchanting myth is followed by a selection of spirited poetry.
Just So Stories for Little Children - Anna Milbourne 2021-11-25
THE COLLECTED WORKS OF RUDYARD KIPLING (Illustrated) Rudyard Kipling 2017-08-07
This unique collection of Rudyard Kipling's greatest works has been
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on
all devices. "The Jungle Book" is a collection of stories and fables, using
animals in an anthropomorphic manner to give moral lessons. The verses
of The Law of the Jungle, for example, lay down rules for the safety of
individuals, families and communities. The best-known of them are the
three stories revolving around the adventures of an abandoned "man
cub" Mowgli who is raised by wolves in the Indian jungle. The most
famous of the other four stories are probably Rikki-Tikki-Tavi and Toomai
of the Elephants. "The Second Jungle Book" is a sequel which features
five stories about Mowgli and three unrelated stories, all but one set in
India, most of which Kipling wrote while living in Vermont. "The Man
Who Would Be King" is a novella about two British adventurers in British
India who become kings of Kafiristan, a remote part of Afghanistan. The
story was inspired by the exploits of James Brooke, an Englishman who
became the first White Rajah of Sarawak in Borneo. "Kim" is and
adventure novel about the orphaned son of an Irish soldier and a poor
Irish mother who have both died in poverty. Living a vagabond existence
in India under British rule in the late 19th century, Kim earns his living
by begging and running small errands on the streets of Lahore. "The Just
So Stories" are a highly fantasized origin stories, especially for
differences among animals, they are among Kipling's best known works.
"The Light That Failed" "Captain Courageous" "Plain Tales from the
Hills" Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) was an English short-story writer,
poet, and novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in India
and stories for children. He is regarded as a major innovator in the art of
the short story; his children's books are classics of children's literature.
Just So Stories Annotated - Rudyard Kipling 2022-02-17
Just So Stories for Little Children is a 1902 collection of origin stories by
the British author Rudyard Kipling. Considered a classic of children's
literature, the book is among Kipling's best known works.Kipling began
working on the book by telling the first three chapters as bedtime stories
to his daughter Josephine. These had to be told just so (exactly in the
words she was used to) or she would complain. The stories describe how
one animal or another acquired its most distinctive features, such as how
the leopard got his spots. For the book, Kipling Annotated the stories
himself.
The Cat That Walked by Himself - Rudyard Kipling 2016-01-28
Kipling wrote some of the best animal stories for children, including his
Jungle Books and Just So stories. His language is rich, inventive, and
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sonorous. He is regarded as a major innovator in the art of the short
story; his children's books are classics of children's literature. Originally
collected in Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories in 1902, The Cat that
Walked by Himself is one of the best-loved cat tales ever written. It is a
story of the beginning of domesticated life: Man meets Woman and they
move into a cave and set up the first household. Dog, Horse, and Cow
come out of the Wild Woods and become tame. But Cat refuses, "I am not
a friend and I am not a servant. I am the Cat who walks by himself and
all places are alike to me." Woman makes a bargain with Cat to allow him
to come into the cave and sit by the fire and drink milk. But when night
comes, he is once again the Cat that walks by himself. Includes a unique
illustration!
Just So Stories BY Rudyard Kipling - Rudyard Kipling 2021-06-04
"Written by classic English author Rudyard Kipling, Just So Stories is
considered not only a quintessential children's book, but one of Kipling's
best works. Just So Stories is a collection of origin stories, fictional tales
that explain why animals have certain characteristics and other themes
akin to that. Kipling's book features stories such as "How the Whale Got
His Throat," or why large whales eat small prey, and "How the Alphabet
Was Made," which details a young girl and her father inventing an
alphabet. Beautifully written and packed-full of illustrations, Just So
Stories is the perfect combination of education and fun to get kids to love
reading. This edition from the original edition, which was published in
1902 and was illustrated by Rudyard Kipling, himself. Even the cover of
this edition reflects the first edition of ""Just So Stories."" Some very
minor updates were required due to modern printing methods, but in the
main, this is the closest the reader can get to the original edition just as
Kipling wrote it, without having an actual first edition book in one's
hand."
If - - Rudyard Kipling 1918

his long trunk, find out why the rhino has such wrinkly skin and how the
whale got his teeny tiny throat. These well known, richly imagined
stories tell of how the world came to be as it is. This is a smart, funny
and younger approach to Kipling's work, and Just So Stories as you've
never seen them before. Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories are one of the
enduring classics of children's literature and these witty, inventive
stories have delighted generations of children. Combining the brilliant
rhyming talent of Elli Woollard and beautiful illustrations from the
award-winning Marta Altés, Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories is an
enchanting retelling of a much-loved classic for a new generation. A book
to truly treasure and one you will want to share.
The Rise of the Russian Empire - Saki 2019-11-21
"The Rise of the Russian Empire" by Saki. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Jungle Book - Rudyard Kipling 1920
Just So Stories Book by Rudyard Kipling 1902 (First Edition) Rudyard Kipling 2022-09-25
Just So Stories for Little Children is a 1902 collection of origin stories by
the British author Rudyard Kipling. Considered a classic of children's
literature, the book is among Kipling's best known works. This is the first
published illustarted edition in 1902.
Rudyard Kipling's Just So Comics - Rudyard Kipling 2013
Graphic adaptations of four of Rudyard Kipling's Just so stories for
children about how the leopard acquired his spots, and other fables.
Stories and Poems - Rudyard Kipling 2015-10-08
'Hear and attend and listen...' Rudyard Kipling is a supreme master of
the short story in English and a poet of brilliant gifts. His energy and
inventiveness poured themselves into every kind of tale, from the
bleakest of fables to the richest of comedies, and he illuminated every
aspect of human behaviour, of which he was a fascinated (and sometimes
appalled) observer. This generous selection of stories and poems, first
published in the acclaimed Oxford Authors series, covers the full range of
Kipling's career from the youthful volumes that brought him fame as the
chronicler of British India, to the bittersweet fruits of age and
bereavement in the aftermath of the First World War. It includes stories
such as 'The Man who would be King', 'Mrs Bathurst', and 'Mary
Postgate', and poems from Barrack-Room Ballads and other collections.
In his introduction and notes Daniel Karlin addresses the controversial
political engagement of Kipling's art, and the sources of its imaginative
power.
Just So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2021-09-16
This beautiful HarperCollins Children's Classics edition of Rudyard
Kipling's Just So Stories is the perfect addition to any bookshelf. Inspired
by the bedtime stories Rudyard Kipling told his daughter that had to be
recited 'just so', this collection includes mythical animal origin stories
like 'How the Camel got his Hump' and 'How the Rhinoceros got his
Skin', alongside other playful inventions, such as the reason for the ebb
and flow of the tides and how the alphabet was invented. These
rhythmically told, traditional stories appeal to the curious imagination of
children, and are some of Rudyard Kipling's best-known works alongside
The Jungle Book. Complete your library with HarperCollins Children's
Classics.
Big Book of Just So Stories - Kipling Rudyard 2016
Big Book of Just So Stories is a delightful compendium for children aged
3+, presenting four of Rudyard Kipling's brilliantly funny Just So Stories
across large format pages of full-bled artwork scenes. Every page
showcases beautiful illustrations packed with charm and detail that will
enthrall younger children. Stories included are How the Leopard got his
Spots, How the Camel got his Hump, How the Rhinoceros got his Skin,
and How the Whale got his Throat. They have been carefully retold to
appeal to younger readers, and the book has been produced on thicker
paper to help little hands turn each page more easily.
Just So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2021-02-12
*This Book is annotated (it contains a detailed biography of the
author).*An active Table of Contents has been added by the publisher for
a better customer experience.*This book has been checked and corrected
for spelling errors.Just So Stories are a collection written by the British
author Rudyard Kipling. Highly fantasised origin stories, especially for

Just So Stories - Rudyard Kipling 2019-08-11
Written by classic English author Rudyard Kipling, Just So Stories is
considered not only a quintessential children's book, but one of Kipling's
best works. Just So Stories is a collection of origin stories, fictional tales
that explain why animals have certain characteristics and other themes
akin to that. Kipling's book features stories such as "How the Whale Got
His Throat," or why large whales eat small prey, and "How the Alphabet
Was Made," which details a young girl and her father inventing an
alphabet. Beautifully written and packed-full of illustrations, Just So
Stories is the perfect combination of education and fun to get kids to love
reading. This edition (ISBN: 9781645940166) is carefully reconstructed
from the original edition, which was published in 1902 and was
illustrated by Rudyard Kipling, himself. Even the cover of this edition
reflects the first edition of "Just So Stories." Some very minor updates
were required due to modern printing methods, but in the main, this is
the closest the reader can get to the original edition just as Kipling wrote
it, without having an actual first edition book in one's hand. This
attractive hard cover edition is a perfect gift and will be coveted by
libraries. Anyone trying to capture the magic and innocence of childhood
will be charmed by this close reproduction of a century's old classic.
How the Leopard Got His Spots - Rudyard Kipling 2019-08
Just So Stories by Rudyard Kipling Help your child share your most
wonderful childhood memories and emotions with the Illustrated
Children's Classics Collection series, which offers amazingly illustrated
children's favorites - the short stories for kids by Rudyard Kipling. Get
cozily on the sofa, and together with your child enter the magic world of
childhood - the world of exciting characters and thrilling adventures, the
world of hot African deserts and savannahs, and the world of mysterious
jungles of India. Get your kid engaged, entertained, and at the same
taught valuable life lessons. Relish the splendor of the vivid and colorful
pictures by a famous children's artist, which will trigger the child's
imagination and let them live through the book adventures together with
their favorite characters. Also in the series: Rikki Tikki Tavi: The Jungle
Book Stories The Cat that Walked by Himself. How the Rhinoceros Got
His Skin. The Elephant's Child. How the Camel Got His Hump. Make a
great contribution to your child's library and a good investment in their
development!
Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories, retold by Elli Woollard - Elli
Woollard 2020-08-06
Delightfully retold in humorous verse, with stunning illustrations
throughout, this is a beautiful reworked edition of Rudyard Kipling's
children's classic, Just So Stories. A gorgeous gift for imaginative young
readers. In this highly illustrated collection meet the cat who walked by
himself, discover how the lazy camel got his hump, how the elephant got
a-collection-of-rudyard-kiplings-just-so-stories
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differences among animals, they are among Kipling's best known
works.ContentsHow the Whale got his throat -- How the Camel got his
hump -- How the Rhinoceros got his skin -- How the Leopard got his
spots -- The Elephant's Child -- The sing-song of Old Man Kangaroo -- The
beginning of the Armadillos -- How the first letter was written -- How the
alphabet was made -- The Crab that played with the sea -- The Cat that
walked by himself -- The Butterfly that stamped.
How the Leopard Got His Spots - Rudyard Kipling 2005-09
Relates how the leopard got his spotted coat in order to hunt the animals
in the dappled shadows of the forest.
Collected Stories - Rudyard Kipling 1994
Presents a collection of short stories by the noted British author.
How the Just So Stories Were Made - John Batchelor 2021-05-11
A fascinating, richly illustrated exploration of the poignant origins of
Rudyard Kipling’s world-famous children’s classic From "How the
Leopard Got Its Spots" to "The Elephant’s Child," Rudyard Kipling’s Just
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So Stories have delighted readers across the world for more than a
century. In this original study, John Batchelor explores the artistry with
which Kipling created the Just So Stories, using each tale as an entry
point into the writer’s life and work—including the tragedy that shadows
much of the volume, the death of his daughter Josephine. Batchelor
details the playful challenges the stories made to contemporary society.
In his stories Kipling played with biblical and other stories of creation
and imagined fantastical tales of animals' development and man's
discovery of literacy. Richly illustrated with original drawings and family
photographs, this account reveals Kipling’s public and private lives—and
sheds new light on a much-loved and tremendously influential classic.
A Collection of Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories - 2017-05-30
Classic animal tales written by Rudyard Kipling and read unabridged by
Jim Weiss. With vivid characters and an hysterically funny choice of
words, Rudyard Kipling's beloved stories "explain" how camels got
humps, great whales got tiny throats, elephants got trunks and more.
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